Written Public Comments Submitted for CRC Public Hearing No. 1 (11/7/2021)

Agenda
Item

Name

Position

'-

Denise Diaz

Other

'-

Eddie De La Riva

Other

'-

Elida Mendez

Favor

'-

Frank Villaobos

Other

'-

Graciela Ortiz

Favor

'-

JAMAL KHAWAJA

Other

'-

John Gallogly

Favor

Comments

The Southeast Los Angeles cities have been historically underrepresented,
overlooked, underfunded, and ignored. Our cities, Bell, Bell Gardens,
Commerce, Cudahy, Huntington Park, Lynwood, Maywood, South Gate, and
Vernon, share more than boundaries, we share the same needs and
injustices, and for first time in my lifetime, I feel our region is being properly
represented. You MUST keep our cities in District 1 under Supervisor Solis,
who has been a champion for the Southeast. I urge you to keep SELA together
in District 1.
Give Green Meadows Community to council member Curren D.Price jr.to
represents at the Neighborhood council level
I am in favor of keeping Southeast Los Angeles and Florence-Firestone
communities together in one Los Angeles County District.
I'm in favor of Map 012, aka as The People's Map. I've lived and worked in the
community since 1983. Helped create Californians for the Arts, Arts for LA
and served on their boards as well as California Arts Advocates and the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. I am President Emeritus of Northeast
Democratic Club of Los Angeles and on the Steering Committee for the
Pasadena Area United Democratic Headquarters which incorporates eight
state chartered Democratic Clubs from La Canada to Duarte; Los Feliz to East
Los Angeles.
My feeling is that map 012 best represents the Council districts,
geographically, ethnically and by communities of interest. Thank you.
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Comments
Received

Attachment

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

'-

Karina Macias

Other

'-

Marisela Santana

Other

'-

Marisela Santana

Other

I understand that there much in play for the different options in redistricting
to the county. However, my main comment is the importance, the great
importance, Of keeping SELA communities and Florence Firestone together.
These communities have much in common and have had interconnected
work and relationships that keep our communities strong with the vision of
making it stronger. Please do all possible to keep this in mind as decisions on
maps are made.
Good Afternoon,
My name is Marisela Santana and I am the Mayor of the City of Lynwood and
other than Map A, none of the maps being considered meet MY community’s
needs.
First of all, I’d like to thank all of you for your time and dedication in moving
this process forward.
Secondly, I’d like to thank all of the individuals and organizations who
submitted draft maps for consideration.
I have heard all of the comments and what I hear from most of the
commissioners is that some are asking that cities and regions be kept
together, like Long Beach, like the San Gabriel Valley and the San Fernando
Valley. Well, the SELA region would like to stay together, too.
I am here to remind you of all of the historical disadvantages that have
plagued the SELA region for decades because we sit in the middle of what has
been called the donut hole effect. The cities in the SELA region include
Lynwood, Cudahy, Commerce, Vernon, Huntington Park, Maywood, Bell, Bell
Gardens and South Gate. We have all been historically underrepresented and
underserved and are now asking you to change history.
The time to stop disenfranchising our diverse communities in the SELA region
is NOW. The power to keep true communities of interest whole, and give us a
fair chance moving forward of fair representation for TODAY, over how our
county looked 30 years ago, is in your hands.
We hope that in redrawing new district lines you do it to keep communities of
interest whole, over creating powerful voting blocks for legislators. Do it for
the people. Just because we sit in the middle of the donut hole, doesn’t mean
that we should continue to be sacrificed and not neared.
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Commissioners, please keep all of the SELA cities together under District 1.
Thank you for your time.
Lastly, if I may add: Regarding the early comments about the census. An
undercount should definitely be taken into consideration in redrawing the
districts, since the last census took place in the middle of the pandemic while
our families in the SELA region were the hardest hit in the state and in the
country by COVID-19.
The SELA region has been served well under District 1 and I urge you to
please include the City of Lynwood and all of the SELA Cities under District 1.
Keep SELA Cities together.

'-

Marisela Santana

Other

'-

michele reed

Oppose

'-

Miran Kalaydjian

Oppose

'-

Oralia Rebollo

'-

Oscar Flores

Thank you for your time.
Marisela Santana
Mayor
City of Lynwood
Public Comment

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Other

11/7/2021

n/a

Other

11/7/2021

n/a

Here our Voice
Why the commissioner redistricting ignored when the commission placed the
small section of the West San Fernando Valley (Woodland Hills, Encino and
Tarzana and part of Reseda) into Board District 4 and not into the adjoining
San Fernando Valley Board District 3.
What more than 7 schools were taken away from our School board District
three and been added to Board Member District 4?
Board Member district 4 must stay and focus in West LA?
Why this commission ignored the Jewish, Armenian and Persian population in
Woodland Hills, Tarzana, Encino, Northridge?
The LA City Council should keep LAUSD District 4 on the south side of the
Santa Monica Mountains to serve West Los Angeles and adjoining LAUSD
beach communities.
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'-

Oscar Flores

Other

'-

Oscar Flores

Other

'-

Sean Cazares

'-

Please keep the City of Lynwood with SELA as we all share very similar ideals,
need many of the same resources, and have families living in neighboring
SELA cities.
The City of Lynwood should be with the rest of the SELA communities as we
already closely work together. We share many of the same concerns economic, infrastructure, parks & the arts opportunities, and air quality.
Therefore, we should share resources. I also believe neighboring communities
with mostly black populations should be within these same boundaries for
the same reasons as well as to help address concerns with public safety,
homelessness, and education. Lynwood is a unique SELA city as we have a
very active and beautiful black population. I feel a strong kinship with our
neighboring black communities.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Timothy Watkins

Oppose

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Abbe Land

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Abbe Land

Other

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Al Ballesteros

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Al P Ballesteros
Alejandra G
Castro
Alex Villalobos

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Alex X Villalobos

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Alva Diaz
Andrea
Marchetti
Austin Cyr

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Barbara Kappos

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Barbara Kappos

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Ben Root

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

4.a.

Favor

Supportive of Map A
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4.a.

Carmela N
Gomes
Christian Horvath

4.a.

Clarissa Guerrero

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Cynthia Carranza

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The People’s Bloc is
comprised of many organizations across the County of Los Angeles. These
organizations are not only familiar with; they are integral members of our
communities. The resources they provide and their ongoing work with
community stakeholders have given then a keen sense of neighborhood
needs. Their People’s Bloc proposed map ensures equitable representation
for our marginalized communities, which other submitted maps do not do.

4.a.

Diego Rodrigues

Favor

4.a.

Efren Espinoza

Favor

The People’s Bloc proposed map lifts our collective pursuit of justice,
opportunities and optimal quality of life for our community members. This
map will ensure that our community of interest remains together within the
First Supervisorial District. For 45 years Alma has been part of County-wide
efforts, working side by side with stakeholders from LA, Boyle Heights, El
Sereno, Monterey Park, East LA, Montebello, Commerce, Rosemead, San
Gabriel, El Monte, La Puente, Baldwin Park and many other communities
included in the People’s Bloc’s map. T
The communities included in this map share regional, cultural, financial
and social interests and will greatly benefit from staying together, staying the
course and continuing working collaboratively towards the growth of the
entire region, building build a united, safe, healthy and strong community.
Please advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the final
proposed map.
Hi my name is Efren and I live in El Sereno.
First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. We
really appreciate it. I am writing in full support of the map submitted by the
People’s Bloc, which is made up of many different organizations around LA
County. The Commission should advance this submission as part of your
proposed maps for several reasons. These organizations are based within our
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4.a.

Ernesto Espinoza

Favor

4.a.

Fernando
Vasquez

Favor

communities. They provide critical services and understand what our
neighbors need. They constantly advocate for us and we trust them. This
map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation for
our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps do
not do.
I have more in common with NELA, than I do with these other options in the
map. These are my communities and I wish for them to stay together. This
map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great because the
Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental justice issues
together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.
I fully support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc because it is the
option most reflective of community voices. The map was brought together
by community-based organizations throughout LA County, who provide
critical, on-the-ground work. These organizations have a deep understanding
and respect of the communities they serve, which has also allowed them to
gain our trust. The commitment of these organization is reflected in the
justice and equity the People’s Bloc map represents, as it protects historically
marginalized communities by ensuring their representation.
• Hi, my name is Fernando Vasquez and I’m with PRIMA.
• First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. We
really appreciate it.
• I am calling in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which
is made up of many different organizations around LA County. The
Commission should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps
for several reasons.
• These organizations are based within our communities. They provide critical
services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly advocate
for us and we trust them.
• This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
• Eastside LA: This map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

great because the Eastside region could continue to advocate for
environmental justice issues together.
• I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.
4.a.

Frank Villaloboa

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Other

4.a.

Frank Villaobos
Frank X
Villalobos
GAY YUEN

11/5/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

hector flores

Favor

11/4/2021

n/a

4.a.

Helen Hernandez

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Henry Lo

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

4.a.

Ismael Castro
Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker
Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker
Jamie Cabrera

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

4.a.
4.a.
4.a.

4.a.

Jeanette Flores

Favor

Need to review

SEE ATTACHED

Favor

Favor

I am Jeanette Flores, resident of Covina, but I was raised in El Monte. I fully
support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The organizations that make
up People’s Bloc are from our communities and represent an important
grassroots base of Latino and Asian multi-generational and immigrant
communities. The organizations provide critical services and understand what
our neighbors need. This is important in a county just now overcoming
COVID-19.
The People’s Bloc map represents our historically marginalized communities
as one united community of SD1 that has proven effective in getting
resources out quickly and equitably. It is also important that East San Gabriel
Valley and South East LA not be combined with more affluent communities
that do not represent the same demographic keeping East LA together with
Northeast and with the historic SD1 communities of San Gabriel Valley. This
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is important for communities that are of similar socioeconomic backgrounds
to stay together because it allows for equitable distribution of resources and
strengthens solutions to health and economic stimulus in the community.
please support the People’s Bloc map.
4.a.

Jeffrey Penichet

Favor

4.a.

Jesse Saucedo

4.a.
4.a.

It should be open to discussion on which plan is the
Best.

11/5/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Jessenia Reyes

Oppose

11/6/2021

n/a

Joey Hernandez

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

I am in favor of map option A since it provides a more unified San Gabrial
Valkey region due to our similar cultures, traditions and languages and our
family traditions.

4.a.

John A Schmitz

Favor

4.a.

Johnny T Torres

Favor

11/4/2021

n/a

4.a.

Lorena Choctaw

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Hello my name is Lourdes Caracoza and I’m CEO/President of Alma Family
Services. I would like to thank the Commissioners for their hard work during
these past months.
I am writing in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The
Commission should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps
for several reasons: We are one of many organizations that provide critical
services and understand what the residents of our communities need. We
constantly advocate for them and them to us because they feel heard by us.
This map is also about justice and equity. It protects and ensures
representation for our historically marginalized communities, which other
submitted maps do not do. It keeps our communities together who have
leveraged support and have worked support and improve our communities.,
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map. Thank you for your attention.

4.a.

Lourdes Caracoza

Favor

4.a.

Lourdes Saab

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

4.a.

Lourdes Saab

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a
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My name is Luciana Svidler, and I am a resident of Eagle Rock, California.
I would like to thank this Commissioners for months of hard work and
commitment to ensuring that our county lines are the best possible.
In particular, I would like to voice my support for the map submitted by the
People’s Bloc, which is has been drafted by a coalition of organizations
around LA County. The Commission should advance this submission as part of
your proposed maps for several reasons.
First, these organizations are based within our communities. They provide
critical services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly
advocate for us and we trust them.

4.a.

Luciana Svidler

Favor

This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.

11/5/2021

n/a

Finally, this map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great
because the Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental
and social justice issues together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.

Sincerely,
Luciana Svidler
Resident of Eagle Rock
4.a.

Mario Chavez

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

4.a.

Mary Ann Lutz

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a
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4.a.

Michael R
Kodama
Michael
Villalobos
Michael Woo

4.a.

Mike Ai

Other

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Miran Kalaydjian

Oppose

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

4.a.
4.a.

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Favor

To leave the maps as they are

Please check these maps and make sure that they don’t cut off a few houses
in Eagle Rock, north of Colorado Blvd and south of 134 freeway. Some of
these amateur maps leave a gap just under the 134 that does have homes
and humans. Please make sure all of 90041, Eagle Rock stay in one district.
The cutoff should be the actual 134, because south of the 134 is Eagle Rock
and north of the 134 is Glendale. Thank you.
Good afternoon commissioners
My name is Monica Arroyo and I am a council member in the city of Bell.
Thank you for your time and service doing this work. I am writing to request
you keep in mind South East Los Angeles cities need to be kept whole and in
the first district . We have been served well in the first district and were it not
for that service , we would not have received the necessary resources like
those that we fought for and received during the pandemic. Please consider
my community’s petition as we strongly believe in staying together. Thank
you.
This map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great because
the Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental justice
issues together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.

4.a.

Mona Field

Other

4.a.

Monica Arroyo

Other

4.a.

Monica Mejia

Favor

4.a.

Other

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Oralia Rebollo
Osvaldo
Dominguez
Reina Schmitz

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Reina Schmitz

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.
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4.a.
4.a.

Roberto GarciaCeballos
Rosa Soto

Favor

11/4/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Rosa Soto

Favor

4.a.

Roxana Reyes

Oppose

4.a.

Ruben D
Karapetian

Other

4.a.

Ruben
Hernandez

Favor

Hi my name is Rosa Soto and I’m a concerned resident of North Whittier CA
I am in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The organizations
that make up People’s Bloc are from our communities and represent an
important grassroots base of Latino and Asian multi-generational and
immigrant communities. The organizations provide critical services and
understand what our neighbors need. This is important in a county just now
overcoming COVID-19.
The People’s Bloc map represents our historically marginalized communities
as one united community of SD1 that has proven effective in getting
resources out quickly and equitably. It is also important that East San Gabriel
Valley and South East LA not be combined with more affluent communities
that do not represent the same demographic.
People’s Block keeps East LA together with Northeast and with the historic
SD1 communities of San Gabriel Valley. This is important for communities
that are of similar socioeconomic backgrounds to stay together because it
allows for equitable distribution of resources and strengthens solutions to
health and economic stimulus in the community.
I urge you to support the People’s Bloc map.
General Comment - Any map deviation of a future county map should
maintain the Tricities of Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena. Options A and D
accomplish this; Options B and C fail to maintain the Tricities. The Tricities
area is the most vital hub to the Armenian American Community, and any
division of it would pose negative consequences for the community. Dividing
the central hub of the Armenian American community would pose difficulties
for our community to access vital community services and dilute our voice on
county affairs.
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4.a.

Ruben
Hernandez
Samantha
Mehlinger
Sasha R Perez

4.a.

Shona Ganguly

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Sissy Trinh

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Steve Gunther
Steven C
Almazan

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/4/2021

n/a

4.a.
4.a.

4.a.

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Other

11/5/2021

View attachment

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Sua I Hernandez

Favor

4.a.

Susan Wong

Other

I fully support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc because it is the
option most reflective of community voices. The map was brought together
by community-based organization throughout the LA County, who provide
critical, on-the-ground work. These organization have a deep understanding
and respect of the communities they serve, which has also allowed them to
gain our trust. The commitment of these organization is reflected in the
justice and equity the People’s Bloc map represents, as it protects historically
marginalized communities by ensuring their representation.
I am a resident of Shadow Hills, a horse-keeping, animal-keeping, agrarian
community in the high-fire northern part of the Verdugo Mountains in
Northeast San Fernando Valley. Along with La Tuna Canyon, Historic
Stonehurst, Sylmar, and Lake View Terrace, we are “weekend farmers”, not
wealthy, who enjoy our rural atmosphere. We have chickens, rabbits, pigs,
goats, and horses. But we also work together on issues of fire and flood
safety, land use, and horse and equestrian safety. In Map Options A,B, and C,
the dividing line for District 5 runs right down a main residential street in our
community, Stonehurst Ave., severing all homes west of the middle of that
road into District 3. This dilutes the voices of these citizens when they are
trying to get their community concerns addressed.
Residents of District 3 were not cooperating with other horse communities to
share horse trailers while evacuating their horses during the La Tuna and
Creek fires. Residents of District 3 don’t weep when a horse is hit by a
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speeding car and killed on their street. Residents of District 3 don’t advocate
for and then rejoice when a Councilwoman installs two new HAWK beacons
so equestrians can cross into The Big Tujunga Wash safely. Residents of
District 3 don’t work with a State Assemblywoman to pass a law that all
equestrians must wear reflective gear, and celebrate when it got passed.
Residents of District 3 don’t work together with Lake View Terrace to keep
the Big Tujunga Wash cleaned up and safe.
Please consider moving the line to the west, for example, along Glenoaks if
you adopt Map a, B, or C. Map D has a good dividing line, west of our
community, keeping all homes in our high fire, rural communities together in
District 5. The traditional and natural western boundary for our rural area
has been the landfills along Glenoaks and Sheldon and the Big Tujunga Wash
and Hansen Dam Recreation Area.
Thank you for your consideration.

Susan Wong
4.a.

Teri G Griffin

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Teri Griffin

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Teri Griffin

Favor

4.a.

Terri Tippit

Other

Mothers of East LA is a 501 C3 CBO in East Los Angeles which is an advocate
for environmental issues. We favor the option 4 item 4A in order to retain
East Los Angeles, Boyle Heights and the Greater Eastside and the other
adjacent impacted community, such as Alhambra, Montery Park, Pico Rivera,
Montebello and areas as such as the city of LA boundaries such as Boyle
Heights, downtown CDBG, Lincoln Heights, El Sereno and adjacent to the
south Maywood, City of Commerce which are highly impacted byprojects
such as EXIDE which we have been battleing to shut down and remediate the
pollution. For this and many other reasons we support Option 4 and Item 4A
which retains these areas in the First District as it exists today. We support
Supervisor Solis and peoples BLOC A.
If the boundary for SD3 is move south to National we could support Map A
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4.a.
4.a.
4.a.

Veronica Gardea
William
Villalobos
Xochitl
Cobarruvias

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Favor

11/5/2021

View attachment

11/6/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

4.a.

Yelena Zeltser

Favor

4.a.

Yolanda Duarte

Favor

4.a.

Yolanda Duarte

Favor

OPTION
A

Abbe Land

Favor

OPTION
A

Abbe Land

Favor

The Southeast Asian Community Alliance (SEACA) is a community
organization that represents the interests of low-income refugee and
immigrant youth and families in Chinatown, and beyond. We are in full
support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc.
The map was made with contributions from many community based
organizations that provide critical services to low-income and immigrant
communities and understand what our neighbors need countywide. This map
is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation for our
historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps do not
do.
Specifically, this map keeps low-income AAPI communities in the San Gabriel
Valley together, because low-income areas of the SGV do not share common
interests with other wealthier parts of the SGV. This was made especially
evident by the covid-19 pandemic, which exposed how different cities in the
San Gabriel Valley are from one another.
We urge the Commission to advance this map as part of your proposed maps.
Thank you.
As Bd Chair for Alma Family Services -the majority of our families a dealing
with several major challenges physical and mental illnesses, poverty, abuse
and or addiction. Our community would benefit most by the map submitted
by the Peoples Boc 4 & 4a -our communities share priorities and have similar
needs and strengths; it would be critical to keep them under one district.

I support Map A, keeps longstanding communities of interest together. Keeps
an African-American influence seat in South LA, creates strong Latino seats
ensuring long standing issues of economic justice, equity and equity for
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OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A

OPTION
A

Al Ballesteros

Favor

Al P Ballesteros

communities. Map A ensures cities can maintain their relationship with their
Supervisor while allowing a more diverse set of voices in choosing their
leaders. Map A keeps most cities intact and does not separate the costal or
mountain communities. Thank you for your work and consideration.
We support the People’s Bloc map. As a health care provider, we look at
community regions for planning purposes. Having these areas contiguous in
one supervisoral district is beneficial to this planning.

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Alejandra G
Castro

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Alex Villalobos

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Alex X Villalobos

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

An Le

Favor

11/7/2021

View attachment

Andrea
Marchetti

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

Antonio Perez

Favor

As a lifelong resident and property owner in East Los Angeles I feel compelled
to urge this panel to leave East Los Angeles as part of the First District. For
decades prior to the election of Gloria Molina this area was utterly ignored to
the point where neighbors had to sweep our own streets because the County
never did so. Ms. Molina was our advocate when no one else paid attention.
Today, Supervisor Solis is our advocate and we know through her work along
the Whittier Blvd corridor, Belvedre Park, the Gold Line etc, that she will
continue to listen to our voices. The truth remains that this portion of East LA
has not been gentrified, meaning that many people here do not have the
electoral voice to FORCE representatives to serve our communities. There is
great fear/concern that should our community be portioned off to another
Supervisor, we will revert back to the pre-Molina days of wholly inadequate
service and representation. PLEASE consider this uncomfortable truth, and
select Draft Option A.
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OPTION
A

OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Map A ensures a strong latino voting base of two like-minded and compact
districts -- it ensures the latino communities in both district have many
common interests and goal. This map gives the latino community the respect
its long desired.
ariel pe

Favor

Austin Cyr

Favor

Barbara Kappos

Favor

OPTION
A

Barbara Kappos

Favor

OPTION
A

Beatriz Garcia

Oppose

OPTION
Ben Root
A
OPTION
Brenda S Reimers
A
OPTION
Carmela N
A
Gomes
OPTION
A

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Map A allows for an African American influencer seat while also creating two
majority latino seats - our community deserves a voice when it comes to the
long standing issues of economic justice, equality and equity within our
neighborhoods - Map A gives us that - thank you for your time.

Christian Horvath

I am supportive of Map A

I am writing in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, we are
appealing to the Commission to advance this submission as part of your
proposed maps. This map is about justice and equity and protecting history,
culture and protecting collective communities.
It doesn’t make sense for this map to leave out Porter Ranch as the only
neighborhood separated from San Fernando Valley. But generally do not
support this map because it’s too status quo and doesn’t really listen to
communities voices and what they’ve submitted. Lynwood is separated from
other SELA communities and SFV low income communities are included with
wealthy coastal communities thus diluting their power. The CVAP data
doesn’t align with this map.

Favor
Favor

Please consider and approve the People's Bloc option. Thank you.

Favor

Favor

Map A is the best option that does the following:
- Keeps longstanding communities of interest together
- Creates two VRA compliant majority latino seats that have been long
needed
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- Ensures that coastal and mountain communities aren’t separated
- Keeps an African-American influence seat within South Los Angeles
Of all the four maps being considered Map A ensures cities can maintain
their relationships with their Supervisor while also ensuring a more diverse
set of voices choosing our local leaders.
OPTION
A

Corinne Sanchez

Favor

OPTION
A

Cynthia
Tiedeman

Favor

OPTION
A

Efren Espinoza

Favor

OPTION
A

Ernesto Espinoza

Favor

OPTION
A

Fernando
Vasquez

Favor

I am writing in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is
made up of many different organizations around LA County. Please use this in
developing your map.
These organizations are based within our communities. They provide critical
services, including advocacy, as they understand us and our needs.
Thank you.

I fully support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc because it is the
option most reflective of community voices. The map was brought together
by community-based organizations throughout LA County, who provide
critical, on-the-ground work. These organizations have a deep understanding
and respect of the communities they serve, which has also allowed them to
gain our trust. The commitment of these organization is reflected in the
justice and equity the People’s Bloc map represents, as it protects historically
marginalized communities by ensuring their representation.
• Hi, my name is Fernando Vasquez and I’m with PRIMA.
• First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. We
really appreciate it.
• I am calling in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which
is made up of many different organizations around LA County. The
Commission should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps
for several reasons.
• These organizations are based within our communities. They provide critical
services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly advocate
for us and we trust them.
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

• This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
• Eastside LA: This map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is
great because the Eastside region could continue to advocate for
environmental justice issues together.
• I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Frank Villaloboa

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Frank Villaobos

Other

11/5/2021

n/a

Frank X
Villalobos

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

GAY YUEN

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Helen Hernandez

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Need to review

I am in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is made up
of many different organizations around LA County. The Commission should
advance this submission as part of your proposed maps for several reasons.
OPTION
A

Henry Lo

Favor

This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
This map keeps low-income communities in the San Gabriel Valley together,
because low-income areas of the SGV do not share common interests with
other wealthier parts of the SGV.

OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Ismael Castro

Favor

Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker

Favor

SEE ATTACHED
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OPTION
A

Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker

Favor

OPTION
A

Jamie Cabrera

Favor

This amp effectively protects the spirit of the Voting Rights Act. it also
provides for a Black Effective District and the best of insuring equity for
ethnicities previously that experienced discrimination. Its analysis also
provides a basis for the case of undercount - a protect that I hope the Bd of
Supervisors will pursue.

This map best keeps communities of interest together and is the best option
for ensuring two VRA compliant majority latino seats that have been long
needed in LA, and it keeps an African-American influence seat within South
Los Angeles
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option A because it splits the WNC between two districts and does
not group us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in
Westwood and the General UCLA community. If those borders were tweaked
and moved to the south to address this concern, then this map could be
acceptable.
I am Vice President of the CCCHA and empowered to speak on its behalf. We
oppose this option because it splits the Westside Neighborhood Council in 2
and separates us from Century City and our traditional neighbors. We are
part of the greater UCLA community and deserve to be a part of the same
district.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
A

Jamie Kennerk

Favor

OPTION
A

Jane Wishon

Other

OPTION
A

Jane Wishon

Oppose

Jeffrey Penichet

Favor

Its the best option that maintains the lines of the present district.

11/5/2021

n/a

Jennifer Moore

Favor

Looks most fair

11/4/2021

n/a

Jesse Saucedo

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Jessenia Reyes

Oppose

11/6/2021

n/a

Joey Hernandez

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
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OPTION
A

John A Schmitz

Favor

OPTION
A

John Erickson

Favor

OPTION
A

John Moreno

Favor

OPTION
A

Johnny T Torres

Favor

OPTION
A

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
A

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
A

Joseph Roth

Oppose

I am in favor of map option A since it provides a more unified San Gabrial
Valkey region due to our similar cultures, traditions and languages and our
family traditions.
As a Councilmember for the City of West Hollywood, this map best represents
our city and keeps us connected to similar communities and best supports
our local residents.
SUPPORT. This option keeps the City of Paramount aligned with our
neighboring cities that share the same regional governance priorities through
appropriate representation in the areas of planning urban development,
service delivery, and public safety. Relationships have been developed and
trust has been built with officials in these cities and keeping us together
would allow us to continue the governmental relationships and working
partnerships we have built with these communities. This Map Option would
ensure the City of Paramount remains a part of the Lakewood Sheriff’s
Station jurisdiction, minimizing any impact to our response times and keeping
our community safe. We strongly believe that remaining in a district where
the communities have shared interests is critical in serving our residents and
business community.
I am in favor of the Peoples Bloc Map to keep East L.A., North East and SGV in
Supervisor Hilda Solis first district.
As a long-time resident of the Los Angeles Westside, I oppose Option A
because it splits our local Neighborhood Council between two districts and
does not group us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in
Westwood. If those borders were tweaked and moved to the south to
address this concern, then this map could be acceptable.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option A because it splits the WNC between two districts and does
not group us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in
Westwood. If those borders were tweaked and moved to the south to
address this concern, then this map could be acceptable.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option A because it splits the WNC between two districts and does
not group us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/4/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

OPTION
A

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
A

Juan Garza

Favor

OPTION
A

kanin pruter

Favor

Lenee Richards
Lorena Choctaw

OPTION
A
OPTION
A

OPTION
Lourdes Caracoza
A

Westwood. If those borders were tweaked and moved to the south to
address this concern, then this map could be acceptable.
I am a board member of the Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd
Homeowners Association and I oppose Option A because it splits the
Westside Neighborhood Council between two districts and does not group us
with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those
borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address this concern, then
this map could be acceptable.
I support the selection of Map A as it’s the most viable option that best (1)
balances the identity and unique community needs of our vastly diverse
region and (2) maintains our longstanding communities of interest in the
Southeast together. Thank you for your time in service and for your
consideration of this request for selection of Map A as the final version.
Of all the four maps being considered Map A ensures cities can maintain their
relationships with their Supervisor while also ensuring a more diverse set of
voices choosing our local leaders.

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

Hello my name is Lourdes Caracoza and I’m CEO/President of Alma Family
Services. I would like to thank the Commissioners for their hard work during
these past months.
I am writing in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The
Commission should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps
for several reasons: We are one of many organizations that provide critical
services and understand what the residents of our communities need. We
constantly advocate for them and them to us because they feel heard by us.
This map is also about justice and equity. It protects and ensures
representation for our historically marginalized communities, which other
submitted maps do not do. It keeps our communities together who have
leveraged support and have worked support and improve our communities.,
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map. Thank you for your attention.
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OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Lourdes Saab

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Lourdes Saab

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

My name is Luciana Svidler, and I am a resident of Eagle Rock, California.
I would like to thank this Commissioners for months of hard work and
commitment to ensuring that our county lines are the best possible.
In particular, I would like to voice my support for the map submitted by the
People’s Bloc, which is has been drafted by a coalition of organizations
around LA County. The Commission should advance this submission as part of
your proposed maps for several reasons.
First, these organizations are based within our communities. They provide
critical services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly
advocate for us and we trust them.
OPTION
A

Luciana Svidler

Favor

This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
Finally, this map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great
because the Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental
and social justice issues together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.

Sincerely,
Luciana Svidler
Resident of Eagle Rock
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OPTION
A

Mario Chavez

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Good Afternoon, my name is Mario Chavez, I’m Director of Government
Affairs & Community Outreach with St. John’s Well Child & Family Center.

OPTION
A

Mario Chavez

Favor

I would like to start by thanking all of the commissioners for all of your hard
work on the LA County Redistricting Commission. St. John’s Well Child &
Family Center is very appreciative of your labor.
St. John’s Well Child & Family Center is in full support of the map submitted
by the People’s Bloc (Map A). We urge you to advance this submission as part
of your proposed maps because it ensures continuity of health care access
and equity for the communities we serve in South, South-Central and East Los
Angeles. Thank you.

OPTION
A

Mary Ann Lutz

Favor
Hi, my name is Mary Veral. I live in Los Angeles. I would like to thank the
Commissioners for all the hard work and time put into this process.
I am in total support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is
made up of many different organizations throughout LA County. These
organizations are based within our community and understand what our
neighbors need. This map is about justice and equity. It ensures
representation for historically marginalized communities, which other
submitted maps do not do. I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and
adopt it as the final proposal.
I understand the purpose of redistricting. I think we need to also balance that
our current supervisors were elected by constituents in their district. I prefer
that redistricting adjust boundaries and not result in great changes.
Therefore, I am in favor of this map.

OPTION
A

Mary Veral

Favor

OPTION
A

Michael R
Kodama

Favor

Michael Woo

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Mike Ai

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
A
OPTION
A
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OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Miran Kalaydjian

Oppose

Monica Manalo

Favor

Retains communities of interest among the cities in Southeast LA County.
This map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great because
the Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental justice
issues together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.
We are enthused, as the Los Angeles Chinatown community, to remain
wholly within Supervisory District 1. Through the incumbent and her staff,
support of community projects and services needs has been exceptional. We
hope for that continuation. Thus we support the PeoplesBloc proposed
design as of 11042021.
Hi my name is Osvaldo Dominguez and I’m a concerned resident of City
Terrace. I am in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc.
The organizations that make up People’s Bloc are based within our
communities. They provide critical services and understand what our
neighbors need. This map represents equity and ensures representation for
our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps do
not do. This map keeps East LA together with Northeast and with the historic
SD1 communities of San Gabriel Valley. This is important for communities
that are of similar socioeconomic backgrounds to stay together because it
allows for equitable distribution of resources and strengthens solutions to
health and economic stimulus in the community. It allows us to better
advocate for environmental justice. It also helps to align services for
communities that most feel the same types of impacts. I urge you to support
the People’s Bloc map.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
A

Monica Mejia

Favor

OPTION
A

Munson A Kwok

Favor

OPTION
A

Osvaldo
Dominguez

Favor

Pearl Omiya

Favor

11/5/2021

View attachment

Phil Brock

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Rafael C Chagoya

Oppose

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Will speak in public during meeting on this item
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Map A is the best option that does the following:
Keeps longstanding communities of interest together
Creates two VRA compliant majority latino seats that have been long needed
Ensures that coastal and mountain communities aren’t separated
Keeps an African-American influence seat within South Los Angeles

OPTION
A

Raymond
Jackson

Favor

I want to be counted as someone who supports Map A - as someone who
lives in the Westside this map does minimal harm with maximum equity - we
have long strived and supported a more diverse county board of supervisors
and redistricting gives us that opportunity every ten years. Of all the four
maps being considered Map A ensures cities can maintain their relationships
with their Supervisor while also ensuring a more diverse set of voices
choosing our local leaders.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Map A ensures a strong latino voting base of two like-minded and compact
districts -- it ensures the latino communities in both district have many
common interests and goal. This map gives the latino community the respect
its long desired.
Map A allows for an African American influencer seat while also creating two
majority latino seats - our community deserves a voice when it comes to the
long standing issues of economic justice, equality and equity within our
neighborhoods - Map A gives us that - thank you for your time.
OPTION
A

OPTION
A

Reina Schmitz

Reina Schmitz

Favor

Favor

Thank you commissioners for your dedication. Thank you presenters. My
name is Reina Schmitz I have lived in Valinda for the last 35 years and I
appreciate that Option A "Peoples Block Map" It really has taken into
consideration the connective connections, it minimized dividing the cities,
neighborhoods and has take into account racial, and traditional distribution
of these communities. I appreciated that it took into account to avoid any
Gerrymandering in the future. The fact that a group of organizations, leaders
of our community, worked to make sure that it was inclusive to protect me as
a resident and is keeping the cities around Valinda together, which they have
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a lot in common with my values, interest and traditions. this is important to
me and my family.
OPTION
A

OPTION
A

OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Rosa Soto

Favor
Hi my name is Rosa Soto and I’m a concerned resident of North Whittier CA
I am in support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. The organizations
that make up People’s Bloc are from our communities and represent an
important grassroots base of Latino and Asian multi-generational and
immigrant communities. The organizations provide critical services and
understand what our neighbors need. This is important in a county just now
overcoming COVID-19.
The People’s Bloc map represents our historically marginalized communities
as one united community of SD1 that has proven effective in getting
resources out quickly and equitably. It is also important that East San Gabriel
Valley and South East LA not be combined with more affluent communities
that do not represent the same demographic.
People’s Block keeps East LA together with Northeast and with the historic
SD1 communities of San Gabriel Valley. This is important for communities
that are of similar socioeconomic backgrounds to stay together because it
allows for equitable distribution of resources and strengthens solutions to
health and economic stimulus in the community.
I urge you to support the People’s Bloc map.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Rosa Soto

Favor

Roxana Reyes

Oppose

11/6/2021

n/a

Sara Tippit

Oppose

11/7/2021

n/a

Sasha R Perez

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Sean Cazares

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Sean Cazares

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Shona Ganguly

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Second best map option for the Foothill Communities
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OPTION
A

Sissy Trinh

Favor

OPTION
A

Sissy Trinh

Favor

OPTION
A

Steve Gunther

Favor

OPTION
A

Steven C
Almazan

Favor

I am in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is made
up of many different organizations around LA County. The Commission
should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps for several
reasons.
These organizations are based within our communities. They provide critical
services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly advocate
for us and we trust them.
This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
Hi I am the President & CEO for Maryvale. I appreciate all the work that has
been done to this point by the commission. It is certainly a major task with a
great many variables to be considered. I am writing in to fully support the
map submitted by the People's Bloc - a coalition of different organizations
based in and serving LA County. I believe this map makes the most sense for
ensuring representation for historically marginalized communities unlike
other submitted maps. I am particularly concerned about some of the radical
changes included on other maps. As an organization that has served Los
Angeles for 165 years and been located in Rosemead since 1953 and Duarte
since 1999, I believe the People's Bloc map will keep low-income
communities in the SGV together, thus allowing for better representation of
the needs of these communities. We have certainly seen how the pandemic
has exposed the differences between cities in the SGV. Once again, I urge you
to advance the People's Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the final
proposed map.
My name is Steven Almazan and I am a proud native of Boyle Heights. First,
thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. I am writing in
full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is made up of
many different organizations around LA County. The Commission should
advance this submission as part of your proposed maps. These organizations
are based within our communities. They provide critical services and
understand what our neighbors need. They constantly advocate for us and
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/5/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

OPTION
A

Sua I Hernandez

Favor

OPTION
A

Susan Wong

Oppose

we trust them.
This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do. Furthermore, this map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together,
which is great because the Eastside region could continue to advocate for
environmental justice issues together. I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc
map and ultimately adopt it as the final proposed map.
I fully support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc because it is the
option most reflective of community voices. The map was brought together
by community-based organization throughout the LA County, who provide
critical, on-the-ground work. These organization have a deep understanding
and respect of the communities they serve, which has also allowed them to
gain our trust. The commitment of these organization is reflected in the
justice and equity the People’s Bloc map represents, as it protects historically
marginalized communities by ensuring their representation.
I am a resident of Shadow Hills, a horse-keeping, animal-keeping, agrarian
community in the high-fire northern part of the Verdugo Mountains in
Northeast San Fernando Valley. Along with La Tuna Canyon, Historic
Stonehurst, Sylmar, and Lake View Terrace, we are “weekend farmers”, not
wealthy, who enjoy our rural atmosphere. We have chickens, rabbits, pigs,
goats, and horses. But we also work together on issues of fire and flood
safety, land use, and horse and equestrian safety. In Map Option A the
dividing line for District 5 runs right down a main residential street in our
community, Stonehurst Ave., severing all homes west of the middle of that
road into District 3. This dilutes the voices of these citizens when they are
trying to get their community concerns addressed.
Residents of District 3 were not cooperating with other horse communities to
share horse trailers while evacuating their horses during the La Tuna and
Creek fires. Residents of District 3 don’t weep when a horse is hit by a
speeding car and killed on their street. Residents of District 3 don’t advocate
for and then rejoice when a Councilwoman installs two new HAWK beacons
so equestrians can cross into The Big Tujunga Wash safely. Residents of
District 3 don’t work with a State Assemblywoman to pass a law that all
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11/7/2021

n/a

11/4/2021

n/a

equestrians must wear reflective gear, and celebrate when it got passed.
Residents of District 3 don’t work together with Lake View Terrace to keep
the Big Tujunga Wash cleaned up and safe.
Please consider moving the line to the west, for example, along Glenoaks if
you adopt Map A. The traditional and natural western boundary for our rural
area has been the landfills along Glenoaks and Sheldon and the Big Tujunga
Wash and Hansen Dam Recreation Area, and would keep our entire rural
community in District 5.
Thank you for your consideration.

Susan Wong

OPTION
A

OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A
OPTION
A

Susana Davalos

Favor

Teri G Griffin

The Peoples Bloc map keeps our communities of interest together so that we
can continue to address common issues like public safety, public health,
homelessness, public transportation, and affordable housing. My
neighborhood of Highland Park shares much more with East L.A. and Boyle
Heights, than with other neighborhoods outside the current boundaries of
the First District. I encourage you to support Option A. Thanks

11/7/2021

n/a

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Teri Griffin

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Teri Griffin

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

Terri Tippit

Oppose

I am the chair of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I oppose
Option A because it splits the WNC between two districts and does not group
us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those
borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address this concern, then
this map could be acceptable.
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11/7/2021
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Hello, my name is Veronica, my family and I have lived in the Northeast area
all of our lives. Thank you, commissioners, for allowing me to speak on this
critical issue. I’m in support of the People’s Bloc because it focuses on
communities of interest. Communities such as East LA and Northeast are
currently facing homelessness and increased crime, whereas other affluent
communities have different issues. Our voices must be heard because, like
every other community, we seek a good quality of life, which I don’t see it
happening if we’re consolidated with affluent communities. Thank you.

Veronica Gardea

Favor

Victor Manalo

Favor

11/6/2021

View attachment

Favor

11/6/2021

n/a

Favor

11/5/2021

View attachment

11/6/2021
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William
Villalobos
Xochitl
Cobarruvias

Yelena Zeltser

Favor

The Southeast Asian Community Alliance (SEACA) is a community
organization that represents the interests of low-income refugee and
immigrant youth and families in Chinatown, and beyond. We are in full
support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc.
The map was made with contributions from many community based
organizations that provide critical services to low-income and immigrant
communities and understand what our neighbors need countywide. This map
is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation for our
historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps do not
do.
Specifically, this map keeps low-income AAPI communities in the San Gabriel
Valley together, because low-income areas of the SGV do not share common
interests with other wealthier parts of the SGV. This was made especially
evident by the covid-19 pandemic, which exposed how different cities in the
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Yolanda Duarte
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Yolanda Duarte
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OPTION
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Zack Gardea
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OPTION
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Lorena Choctaw

Favor

OPTION
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Shaddai Wade

Favor

San Gabriel Valley are from one another.
We urge the Commission to advance this map as part of your proposed maps.
Thank you.
I am the Board Chair for Alma Family Services and I am in support of the map
provided by Peoples Bloc; they are a trusted resource in our community they
advocate for our community, they provide critical services and understand
what our neighbors need.
It is critical that unincorporated ELA, Boyle Hts, Lincoln Hts and El Sereno
together as one and the Latinx population is large enough to be represented
by two distinct areas
Hi my name is Zack Gardea and I live in Northeast LA.
First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. We
really appreciate it.
I am writing in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which
is made up of many different organizations around LA County. The
Commission should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps
for several reasons.
These organizations are based within our communities. They provide critical
services and understand what our neighbors need. They constantly advocate
for us and we trust them.
This map is about justice and equity. It protects and ensures representation
for our historically marginalized communities, which other submitted maps
do not do.
This map keeps East LA and Northeast LA together, which is great because
the Eastside region could continue to advocate for environmental justice
issues together.
I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately adopt it as the
final proposed map.
Attached please find my comments in support of The People's Bloc Map and
Option "A".
Thank you for your help.
my name is Shaddai Wade and I’m a GRYD Case Manager with Southern
California Crossroads serving the Southeast LA area.
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I’d like to thank the Commissioners for your continuous hard work. We really
appreciate it.
I am here in favor of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, I strongly
encourage the Commission to advance People’s Bloc’s map as part of your
proposed maps.
The organizations listed in this map have been providing critical services &
advocation to our communities for years. They understand the needs of our
community and, above all else, we trust them

OPTION
A

Barbara Kappos

Favor

OPTION
A

Ismael F. Castro

Favor

Good Afternoon my name is Barbara Kappos and I’m with the East Los
Angeles Women’s Center. We have served the communities of East,
southeast and northeast Los Angeles for 45 years. We are in support of the
map submitted by the People’s Bloc, we are appealing to the Commission to
advance the People’s Bloc map as the final proposed map. This map is about
justice and equity and the efforts behind creating this map was inclusive and
represented the voices of community members and community
organizations. Finally we support that the East and Northeast Los Angeles
stay together, making radical changes does not benefit our
communities. Building on community strengths, continuity and community
support is essential to consider in this final phase of decision making.
My name is Ismael, I live and work in Boyle Heights and I am in full support of
the map submitted by the People's Bloc and urge the commissioners to
advance their submission as part of the proposed maps and adopt it as the
final map. The organizations who make up the People's Bloc understand the
communities they serve and the map will ensure equitable representation to
continue the advocacy work that has been done and continues to be needed
to address housing and food insecurity, access to health and transportation,
etc. This is important considering the hyper inflation we are experiencing. The
eastside needs to remain united.
Best,
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Ismael
Hello Commissioners,

OPTION
A

OPTION
A

Alison Pico

Andrea
Marchetti

Favor

Favor

Hi, my name is Alison Pico and I’m with Southern California Crossroads and a
resident of SD 1.
• Thank you to the Commissioners for your hard work and dedication. We
really appreciate everyone involved in the process of supporting our
communities by taking into account recommendations for redistricting and
how it will impact our communities.
• I highly stand and support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is
made up of multiple organizations around LA County. The Commission really
supports and endorses the map as part of the proposed maps for
redistricting in SD 1.It is beneficial to the communities and constituents and
will positively impact them directly. Direct impact will be for the families who
benefit from services and the communities we serve. The Peoples Bloc map is
created with insight from community members and providers who deeply
understand the communities of SD1.
• Community based organizations such as Crossroads are committed to
continuing partnerships and identifying how to best serve SD 1
communities. CBOs support vital services that are much needed in the
communities. We are advocates for those that don’t have a voice . We are
committed to continue to build a relationship with our community members.
I highly recommend and ask you to support the Peoples Bloc map
recommendations. Thank you .
Good morning, my name is Andrea Marchetti and I am the Executive Director
of Jovenes Inc., a non-profit organization based in Boyle Heights that provides
housing and supportive service for homeless youth in the East and South East
region of Los Angeles County.
First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work. We
really appreciate it.
I am calling in full support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is
made up of many different organizations around LA County. The Commission
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should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps because we
believe that this map best represents justice and equity. It protects and
ensures representation for our historically marginalized communities, which
other submitted maps do not do. The coalition that worked on this option
best represents the people that live in our communities. They provide critical
services and understand what our neighbors need. We believe that
respecting the integrity of Communities of Interest is a must when
considering the Voting Rights Act and repercussion that a redistricting
process can have in retaining voting power for such communities. We believe
that the People’s Bloc respect these principles, for example by keeping East
LA and Northeast LA together, which is great because the Eastside region
could continue to advocate for common social and environmental justice
issues together. I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately
adopt it as the final proposed map.
Please accept the below as my public comment for today's meeting.

OPTION
A

Jamie Cabrera

Favor

Hi, my name is Jamie Cabrera, and my family and I are long-time East Los
Angeles residents. First, I’d like to thank the Commissioners for their months
of dedication to the redistricting process. I appreciate it. I’m writing in
support of the map submitted by the People’s Bloc. Peoples Bloc is comprised
of various organizations throughout the county. The commission should
advance this submission as part of your proposed maps for several reasons.
These organizations are based in our neighborhoods, and they provide a
critical lens into the needs of our communities. In particular, in my
neighborhood of East LA, Innercity Struggle is well known for providing
support and advocating for us and we trust them. This map is rooted in
justice and equity, and it protects the representation of our historically
marginalized Latinx community. Keeping East LA with Northeast LA is very
important because we share a similar culture in the Latinx community and
constantly collaborate and support small business vendors at art walks, like
the City Terrace art walk or the Dia De Los Muertos event in East LA. East LA
and Northeast LA also share similar struggles as we fight against gentrification
in our communities and provide services for members to advocate for
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themselves against. Organizers are working on building a stronger community
of activism and care, and I think it’s important to keep these communities
together as one. I urge you to advance the People’s Bloc map and ultimately
adopt it as the final proposed map.

OPTION
A

Joe Gallardo

Favor

OPTION
B

Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker

Oppose

OPTION
B

Jane Wishon

Other

OPTION
B

Jane Wishon

Oppose

Hi, my name is Joe Gallardo and I’m with Southern California Crossroads a
service provider in SD 1nand SD 1 stakeholder.
First, thank you to the Commissioners for your months of hard work and
investment into making the best decisions for our communities. We really
appreciate it and look forward to your support.
I highly support the map submitted by the People’s Bloc, which is a
collaboration of multiple organizations around LA County. The Commission
should advance this submission as part of your proposed maps as it will
improve the lives of so many communities by allowing for intentional and
regional targeted services.
Community based organizations such as Crossroads are highly vested in the
communities we serve. CBOs provide essential services that are much needed
in underserved communities. We are advocates for our communities and
have created trusted partners with our stakeholders. Please support and
move forward with adopting the People Bloc map recommendations.
Attempts at cultural and oolor blind map\iipng are as dangerous as mapping
that attempts to diminish opportunities for groups to compete in the elective
process.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option B because it splits the WNC and some of our encompassing
homeowners' associations between two districts and does not group us with
our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood and the greater
UCLA community. If those borders were tweaked and moved to the south to
address these concerns, then this map could be acceptable.
I am Vice President of the CCCHA and empowered to speak on its behalf. We
oppose this option because it splits the Westside Neighborhood Council in 2
and separates us from Century City and our traditional neighbors. We are
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part of the greater UCLA community and deserve to be a part of the same
district.
OPTION
B
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Jennifer Moore

Oppose

Jessenia Reyes

Oppose

OPTION
B

John Moreno

Oppose

OPTION
B

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
B

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
B

Joseph Roth

Oppose

Who came up with this?

OPPOSE. This option creates disparity and delineates the City of Paramount
from the neighboring cities with whom we share many of the same interests
and concerns. This Map Option would threaten the safety of our community
by changing our Sheriff’s Department Service Station (Lakewood), negatively
impact our County service delivery, and misalign regional governing priorities.
Relationships have been developed and trust has been built with officials in
these cities. To break us off from these governmental relationships and
working partnerships would fracture our community and is a disservice to our
town.
As a long-time resident of the Los Angeles Westside, I oppose Option B
because it splits the our local Neighborhood Council and some of our
encompassing homeowners' associations between two districts and does not
group us with our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If
those borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address these
concerns, then this map could be acceptable.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option B because it splits the WNC and some of our encompassing
homeowners' associations between two districts and does not group us with
our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those
borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address these concerns,
then this map could be acceptable.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I
oppose Option B because it splits the WNC and some of our encompassing
homeowners' associations between two districts and does not group us with
our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those
borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address these concerns,
then this map could be acceptable.
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Joseph Roth

Oppose

Lenee Richards

I am a board member of the Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd
Homeowners Association and I oppose Option B because it splits the
Westside Neighborhood Council and our encompassing homeowners'
association between two districts and does not group us with our natural and
historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those borders were tweaked
and moved to the south to address these concerns, then this map could be
acceptable.
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District 3 divides up the Tricity Area of Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena, which
should be considered one unit in any deviation of future county maps. This
map not only divides the tricities, but also divides Glendale along the 134
Freeway. The
Tricity area is the central hub for the Armenian community. Having the core
of the Armenian community divided will pose negative consequences for
access to vital community services and the representation of our
community's voice at the County level.

Ruben D
Karapetian

Oppose

Sara Tippit

Oppose
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Sean Cazares
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Sean Cazares
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Third best option for the Foothill Communities
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I am a resident of Shadow Hills, a horse-keeping, animal-keeping, agrarian
community in the high-fire northern part of the Verdugo Mountains in
Northeast San Fernando Valley. Along with La Tuna Canyon, Historic
Stonehurst, Sylmar, and Lake View Terrace, we are “weekend farmers”, not
wealthy, who enjoy our rural atmosphere. We have chickens, rabbits, pigs,
goats, and horses. But we also work together on issues of fire and flood
safety, land use, and horse and equestrian safety. In Map Option B the

11/4/2021

n/a

Susan Wong

Oppose
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dividing line for District 5 runs right down a main residential street in our
community, Stonehurst Ave., severing all homes west of the middle of that
road into District 3. This dilutes the voices of these citizens when they are
trying to get their community concerns addressed.
Residents of District 3 were not cooperating with other horse communities to
share horse trailers while evacuating their horses during the La Tuna and
Creek fires. Residents of District 3 don’t weep when a horse is hit by a
speeding car and killed on their street. Residents of District 3 don’t advocate
for and then rejoice when a Councilwoman installs two new HAWK beacons
so equestrians can cross into The Big Tujunga Wash safely. Residents of
District 3 don’t work with a State Assemblywoman to pass a law that all
equestrians must wear reflective gear, and celebrate when it got passed.
Residents of District 3 don’t work together with Lake View Terrace to keep
the Big Tujunga Wash cleaned up and safe.
Please consider moving the line to the west, for example, along Glenoaks if
you adopt Map B . The natural and traditional western boundary for our rural
area has been the landfills along Glenoaks and Sheldon and the Big Tujunga
Wash and Hansen Dam Recreation Area, keeping our whole rural community
in District 5.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Oppose
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Terri Tippit

Other

Susan Wong
I am the chair of the Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) and I oppose
Option B because it splits the WNC and some of our encompassing
homeowners' associations between two districts and does not group us with
our natural and historic neighbors to the north in Westwood. If those
borders were tweaked and moved to the south to address these concerns,
then this map could be acceptable.
If the boundary for SD3 is moved south to National we could support Map A
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Jennifer Moore

Oppose

Jessenia Reyes

Favor
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Jesus Villalba

Favor

I support this map because it connects communities with similar policy
concerns and everyday issues we face. I appreciate the East SFV being
connected to like minded communities in the Eastside and SELA who share
similar concerns such as economic (% of essential workers, low-Income rent
burdened communities), educational (%of ELL’a, under invested and under
resourced schools, economic development and housing affordability, and
others such as immigration reform (% of foreign born and mixed status
families). This map listens to the data and would pass legal muster because
it’s VRA compliant and takes into consideration communities input and COIs.

Thnk that portions of this map should be considered. That incudes the Black
Effective district and the potential API Influence district.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I oppose
Option C as it groups us southeasterly, ignoring our ongoing ties to the
greater UCLA community and Westwood to the north as well as the
longstanding interconnectivity of Westside arteries and neighborhoods.
I am Vice President of the CCCHA and empowered to speak on its behalf. We
oppose this option because it separates us from our traditional neighbors.
We are part of the greater UCLA community and deserve to be a part of the
same district.
Who came up with this?

Hello commissioners. My name is Jesus Villalba Gastelum and I am a member
of the Coalition for Humane Immigrants Rights (CHIRLA). I also live in the city
of South Gate,and have done so for the past 12 years. South Gate is located in
the Southeast LA region, which is a region I have been living in for 16 years. I
am calling to support Map C which was created by MALDEF.
Back in August, I gave public comment to this commission to ensure that my
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community was kept together and properly districted. Today, I am supporting
Map C, because it unites South Gate with Huntington Park, Maywood, Bell
Gardens, Bell, east Los Angeles. These communities share a common culture,
commerce, and interest. We are a working class, immigrant community, with
the same needs which deserve to be represented.
At the same time, I rise in opposition of Map D, which is a failure of human
geography, and does not take into account the racial, socioeconomic
inequalities between the communities it aims to unite. It is unthinkable to
give one shared representative to both an affluent costal community and a
marginalized, impoverished valley region.
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John Moreno

Favor

OPTION
C

Joseph Roth

Oppose

OPTION
C

Joseph Roth

Oppose

I thank the commission for taking into consideration my comment.
SUPPORT. This option keeps the City of Paramount aligned with our
neighboring cities that share the same regional governance priorities through
appropriate representation in the areas of planning urban development,
service delivery, and public safety. Relationships have been developed and
trust has been built with officials in these cities and keeping us together
would allow us to continue the governmental relationships and working
partnerships we have built with these communities. This Map Option would
ensure the City of Paramount remains a part of the Lakewood Sheriff’s
Station jurisdiction, minimizing any impact to our response times and keeping
our community safe. We strongly believe that remaining in a district where
the communities have shared interests is critical in serving our residents and
business community.
As a long-time resident of the Los Angeles Westside, I oppose Option C as it
groups us southeasterly, ignoring our ongoing ties to UCLA and Westwood to
the north as well as the longstanding interconnectivity of Westside arteries
and neighborhoods.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I oppose
Option C as it groups us southeasterly, ignoring our ongoing ties to UCLA and
Westwood to the north as well as the longstanding interconnectivity of
Westside arteries and neighborhoods.
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I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I oppose
Option C because it groups us southeasterly, ignoring our ongoing ties to
UCLA and Westwood to the north as well as the longstanding
interconnectivity of Westside arteries and neighborhoods.
I am a board member of the Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd
Homeowners Association and I oppose Option C as it groups us southeasterly,
ignoring our ongoing ties to UCLA and Westwood to the north as well as the
longstanding interconnectivity of Westside arteries and neighborhoods.
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Lenee Richards
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Karapetian

Oppose
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Saira Barajas
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This map divides the Tricities of Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena, removing
Burbank from the trio. The Tricities area is the most vital hub to the Armenian
American Community, and any division of it would pose negative
consequences for the community. Dividing the central hub to the Armenian
American community would pose difficulties for our community to access
vital community services and dilute our voice on county affairs.
My name is Saira Barajas, and I'm a CHIRLA member from the San Fernando
Valley. I have lived in the San Fernando valley for over 21 years. I'm calling
today to support Map C, which was created by MALDEF.
I am supporting this map because it keeps Van Nuys, Pacoima, Panorama City
which are typically low income communities in one district. This map also
unites north east San Fernando valley with East Los Angeles which is more
similar to my community than the coastal communities that it's currently
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connected to. One of the freeways that connect these communities is the 5,
which allows me to travel with my family. As a parent, I do different activities
with my daughter Deli, so I travel to Burbank and East Los Angeles a lot.
For over 10 years I have ensured that the latino population in san fernando
turns out to vote by canvassing around my neighborhood. Some of the issues
that are affecting my community is the lack of street maintenance, we have
dirty streets and a lot of potholes. The cost of living is rising in Van Nuys and
the city is not upkeeping to the standard that they are charging us for. We
have also seen an increase in the houseless population here in Van Nuys. All
of these issues are happening in my district and we currently do not have a
representative that lives near the low income areas of San Fernando valley. I
support map C, because it would give the immigrant latino community an
opportunity to choose a champion that comes from the community and hears
us out.
Thank you again for the opportunity to speak today
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OPTION
C

Sean Cazares

Oppose

This is a racially gerrymandered map and we in the Foothill Communities
oppose with map seeing we are placed with the Gateway Communities,
which the Foothill Communities have nothing in common with. Please don't
consider this map!
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Oppose

We in the Foothill Communities oppose Map C!
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My name is Soila Rodriguez, and I'm a CHIRLA member from the San
Fernando Valley. I have lived in the San Fernando valley for over 20 years. I'm
calling today, because this process is going to affect my family for the next
decade, and I want to ensure that immigrant community voices are heard.
Today, I am supporting Map C, which was created by MALDEF.
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I am supporting map C because it uplifts the low income and immigrant
communities in the east San Fernando valley and separates us from
surrounding high socioeconomic neighborhoods of West San Fernando
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Valley. Since January 2020, I have been working to ensure that my community
was counted in the census, and now that they are heard and uplifted in the
redistricting process. San Fernando is home to a population of 1.8 million
residents, of which 40% are Latinos many of them being immigrants. Map C,
gives the diverse population in San Fernando valley a voice and political
power by uniting us with East Los Angeles which is more similar to us than the
coastal cities currently in our district. East San Fernando Valley and east Los
Angeles share similar cultures, issues such as housing, and are made up of
poor working class Latinos, Asian, and African American. And we need a
representative that not only comes from the community but has lived
experiences here in San Fernando and is responsive to our needs.
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Sonia Salgado

Favor

Thank you for the opportunity to speak today
Buenas Tardes,
Me llamo Sonia Salgado, y soy una miembro de CHIRLA del sur centro de Los
Ángeles. La ciudad de Los Ángeles ha sido mi hogar por más de 30 años . Hoy
estoy llamando para dar apoyo al mapa C que fue creado por la organización
de MALDEF.
Le estoy dando mi apoyo a este mapa porque mantiene a mi comunidad del
sur los ángeles como Watts, Compton, Gardena, Inglewood, y Carson en un
solo distrito. En estas ciudades viven Hispanos y Afro Americanos de bajos
recursos que son trabajadores. La autopista 110 dies une a mi comunidad y
muchos de mis vecinos incluyendo yo usamos estas autopista para ir de
compras a la costa de Gardena o los parques en Compton. Nuestra
comunidad ahorita tiene poder político, porque estamos en un distrito en
donde el voto latino y afroamericano hacen la diferencia. Quiero que mi
distrito se mantenga junto, porque necesitamos que nos sigan escuchando.
He dado comentarios públicos en escrito y orales, para el proceso de
redistribución de distritos para la ciudad. Pero, hoy estoy aquí porque sé que
este proceso también afecta a mi comunidad en todos los niveles del
gobierno. Algunos de los problemas que se ven aquí es la vivienda, las rentas
están muy altas, necesitamos más áreas verdes como parques, y más limpieza
de calles. Mi comunidad necesita seguir teniendo un representante que nos
escuche y trabaje para solucionar estos problemas. Por eso apoyo el Mapa C,
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porque mantiene a mi comunidad junta con áreas como Inglewood, Gardena,
y Carson.
Gracias por su tiempo y la oportunidad de hablar.
I am a resident of Shadow Hills, a horse-keeping, animal-keeping, agrarian
community in the high-fire northern part of the Verdugo Mountains in
Northeast San Fernando Valley. Along with La Tuna Canyon, Historic
Stonehurst, Sylmar, and Lake View Terrace, we are “weekend farmers”, not
wealthy, who enjoy our rural atmosphere. We have chickens, rabbits, pigs,
goats, and horses. But we also work together on issues of fire and flood
safety, land use, and horse and equestrian safety. In Map Option C, the
dividing line for District 5 runs right down a main residential street in our
community, Stonehurst Ave., severing all homes west of the middle of that
road into District 3. This dilutes the voices of these citizens when they are
trying to get their community concerns addressed.

OPTION
C

Susan Wong

Oppose

Residents of District 3 were not cooperating with other horse communities to
share horse trailers while evacuating their horses during the La Tuna and
Creek fires. Residents of District 3 don’t weep when a horse is hit by a
speeding car and killed on their street. Residents of District 3 don’t advocate
for and then rejoice when a Councilwoman installs two new HAWK beacons
so equestrians can cross into The Big Tujunga Wash safely. Residents of
District 3 don’t work with a State Assemblywoman to pass a law that all
equestrians must wear reflective gear, and celebrate when it got passed.
Residents of District 3 don’t work together with Lake View Terrace to keep
the Big Tujunga Wash cleaned up and safe.
Please consider moving the line to the west, for example, along Glenoaks if
you adopt Map C . The natural and traditional western boundary for our rural
area has been the landfills along Glenoaks and Sheldon and the Big Tujunga
Wash and Hansen Dam Recreation Area, keeping our whole rural community
in District 5.
Thank you for your consideration.
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11/4/2021

n/a

OPTION
C

Terri Tippit

Oppose

OPTION
C

Terri Tippit

Oppose

OPTION
D

Jacquelyn
Dupont-Walker

Oppose

OPTION
D

JAMAL KHAWAJA

Favor

Susan Wong
I am the chair of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I oppose Option C
as it groups us southeasterly, ignoring our ongoing ties to UCLA and
Westwood to the north as well as the longstanding interconnectivity of
Westside arteries and neighborhoods
We cannot support Map C because it moves of southeasterly we want to be
in SD3 with communities of common interest.
FAILS TO MEET STANDARD OF THEVOTING RIGHTS ACT THAT IS DESIGNED TO
USE AN EQUITY LENS TO CORRECT ISSUES THAT HAVE IMPACTED
HISTORICALLY UNDERREPRESENTED COIS. RACE MUST BE A FACTOR IN
CORRECTLY RACIAL DISCRIMINATION.

I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I support
Option D as it (1) keeps the Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the
boundaries of our encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3)
maintains our historic connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.
I am Vice President of the CCCHA and empowered to speak on its behalf. We
support this option because it groups us with Century City and our traditional
neighbors. We are part of the greater UCLA community and deserve to be a
part of the same district. It also keeps all of the Westside Neighborhood
Council in a single district.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/4/2021

n/a

OPTION
D

Jane Wishon

Favor

OPTION
D

Jane Wishon

Favor

Jennifer Moore

Oppose

Jessenia Reyes

Oppose

11/6/2021

n/a

Jesus Villalba

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

John Moreno

Favor

11/5/2021

n/a

OPTION
D
OPTION
D
OPTION
D
OPTION
D

Who came up with this?

SUPPORT. This option keeps the City of Paramount aligned with our
neighboring cities that share the same regional governance priorities through
appropriate representation in the areas of planning urban development,
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service delivery, and public safety. Relationships have been developed and
trust has been built with officials in these cities and keeping us together
would allow us to continue the governmental relationships and working
partnerships we have built with these communities. This Map Option would
ensure the City of Paramount remains a part of the Lakewood Sheriff’s
Station jurisdiction, minimizing any impact to our response times and keeping
our community safe. We strongly believe that remaining in a district where
the communities have shared interests is critical in serving our residents and
business community.
OPTION
D

John Pryor

Favor
As a long-time resident of the Los Angeles Westside, I support Option D as it
(1) keeps our local Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the boundaries
of our encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3) maintains our
historic connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I support
Option D as it (1) keeps the Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the
boundaries of our encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3)
maintains our historic connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.
I am a board member of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I support
Option D as it (1) keeps the Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the
boundaries of our encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3)
maintains our historic connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.
I am a board member of the Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd
Homeowners Association and I support Option D as it (1) keeps the
Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the boundaries of our
encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3) maintains our historic
connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.

11/4/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/6/2021

n/a

11/4/2021

n/a

OPTION
D

Joseph Roth

Favor

OPTION
D

Joseph Roth

Favor

OPTION
D

Joseph Roth

Favor

OPTION
D

Joseph Roth

Favor

Kari Wenger

Favor

Lenee Richards

Oppose

11/7/2021

n/a

Mike Ai

Oppose

11/7/2021

n/a

OPTION
D
OPTION
D
OPTION
D

I like D.
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OPTION
D

OPTION
D
OPTION
D
OPTION
D
OPTION
D

OPTION
D

Mona Field

Favor

Roxana Reyes

Please do not put Eagle rock into district 5, we have nothing in common with
the far reaches of the north county. We are urban and should be in a district
linked to other urban areas. Plan D is also bad because it takes a small part of
city ofLA and separates us from the rest of the city, moving Eagle rock into a
district 5 that is mostly north county deserts. We do not belong in this district
5.

11/7/2021

n/a

Other

11/6/2021

n/a

Sara Tippit

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Sean Cazares

Favor

11/7/2021

n/a

Sean Cazares

Favor

11/7/2021

View attachment

11/4/2021

n/a

Susan Wong

Favor

The best map to represent the Foothill Communities.
I am a resident of Shadow Hills, a horsekeeping, animal-keeping, agrarian
community in the high-fire northern part of the Verdugo Mountains in
Northeast San Fernando Valley. Along with La Tuna Canyon, Historic
Stonehurst, Sylmar, and Lake View Terrace, we are “weekend farmers”, not
wealthy, who enjoy our rural atmosphere. We have chickens, rabbits, pigs,
goats, and horses. But we also work together on issues of fire and flood
safety, land use, and horse and equestrian safety. In Map Option D the
boundary lines for District 5 run along the natural and traditional western
boundary for our rural area, keeping our whole rural community in District 5.
This is what we need.
(In Map Option A,B, and C, the dividing line for District 5 runs right down a
main residential street in our community, Stonehurst Ave., severing all homes
west of the middle of that road into District 3. This dilutes the voices of these
citizens when they are trying to get their community concerns addressed.)
Pease adopt Map D or, if you adopt any of the other maps, please consider
moving the line to the west, for example, along Glenoaks. The traditional and
natural western boundary for our rural area has been the landfills along
Glenoaks and Sheldon and the Big Tujunga Wash and Hansen Dam Recreation
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Area, which run along the natural and traditional western boundary for our
rural area keeping our whole rural community in District 5 .
Thank you for your consideration.

OPTION
D

Terri Tippit

Favor

OPTION
D

Terri Tippit

Favor

-

Samuel GarrettPate

-

Susan Wong
I am the chair of the Westside Neighborhood Council and I support Option D
as it (1) keeps the Neighborhood Council whole, (2) respects the boundaries
of our encompassing homeowners' associations, and (3) maintains our
historic connection to UCLA & Westwood to the north.
We support Map D because it keeps the Westside NC in one District-SD3.
Please find the attached letter to the Los Angeles County Citizens
Redistricting Commission from Equality California, the nation's largest
statewide LGBTQ+ civil rights organization.

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

n/a

11/7/2021

View attachment

11/7/2021

n/a

Sincerely,
Sam
Dear Redistricting Commission:

-

Richard Sullivan

-

I’m a veterinarian practicing in Torrance. In the last 45 years I’ve lived in
Redondo Beach, Torrance, and Palos Verdes Estates. Based on the
geographic area where my clients live and based upon my own life
experiences living in the South Bay for this long period of time, I have some
comments with respect to the draft maps for the Supervisorial Districts.
I believe Map A makes no sense from a communities of interest
perspective. Severing Torrance from the rest of the South Bay is illogical as
Torrance is the hub of the South Bay. Connecting Torrance with a narrow
land bridge to the rest of the eastward and far flung 4th District in Map A
does not, in my view, comport with the requirement for compactness.
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Map B makes the most sense to me, based upon the geographic locations of
my clients who reside in Torrance, the Beach Cities, Palos Verdes, Gardena,
San Pedro, Lomita, etc.
In the South Bay, the two major hospitals are located in Torrance and the
major shopping center is in Torrance. Most likely the people who live in the
communities I mentioned above go to Torrance Memorial or Little Company
of Mary when they have an emergency or need surgery, etc.
All the above-named communities are served by the one local newspaper,
The Daily Breeze.
Please don’t adopt a map that breaks up the South Bay portion of the County.
Sincerely,
Richard Sullivan, DVM
-

Bob Anderson

-

-

10/29/2021

View attachment

-

Charles Evan

-

-

10/29/2021

-

Ann O' Connor

-

-

10/31/2021

-

Viviana Garzon

-

-

11/2/2021

View attachment
View attachment
View attachment
View attachment

-

Thomas Modica

-

-

11/3/2021

View attachment

-

Paul Grisanti

-

Good afternoon Commissioners,

11/4/2021

View attachment

11/6/2021

View attachment
View attachment

-

CHIRLA

-

On behalf of the CHIRLA we would like to submit a letter regarding: "Support
for ‘Draft Map C’ MALDEF Plan" as well as powerpoint with the community
engagement and advocacy CHIRLA has engaged throughout the redistricting
campaign in Los Angeles County.
Please find the letter and powerpoint attached. Thank you for your service to
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-

Terri Tippit

-

Los Angeles County, commitment to enhance the voices of all county
residents, and upholding our county’s citizen-led redistricting process. If you
have any questions regarding the attached documents, please contact Karen
Diaz at the Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA)
-
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11/6/2021

View attachment

